
TRUSTED TO 
PROTECT LIVES

SPECIAL FORCES
LIFEJACKET

Purposefully designed for covert operations

BENEFITS:

   Minimalist size that fits over body armour
   Covert reflective panels which can be hidden to 

maintain discretion after inflation
   Constructed from durable, hard-wearing materials 

suitable for multiple environments
   Quick release connector allowing for rapid doffing                 

in seconds
   Standard fitted crotch strap preventing ride up and 

maintaining safety 
   Easily deployable face shield – A permanently attached 

large transparent visor protecting from spray and 
secondary drowning

Compatible with free-fall and static-line parachute assemblies while maintaining 
a covert style. The SFLJ comprises a webbing harness, an inflatable stole, a stole retainer, and 
a protective pouch closed using a peripheral spiral zip fastener.

   Suitable for critical stealth 
scenarios  
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TECHNICAL DATA
LIFEJACKET

Weight 2 kg (4.4lbs)

Total Buoyancy 36.3 kg (80lbs) approx.

Cylinder Nitrogen. 300ml, disposable

Gas Charge 61 gramme (minimum)

Operating Range -30°C to +40°C

NSN 4220-99-341-8469

SPECIAL FORCES LIFEJACKET

ORDERING INFORMATION
Code Product Name

A390200A00 Survitec Special Forces Lifejacket

The single chamber stole fitted with an inflation assembly which 
operates automatically upon immersion in water. All studs used 
on the product are of plastic construction to prevent corrosion. 
Upon initiation of the inflation unit, the zip on the protective 
pouch bursts open, allowing the inflatable stole to position itself 
automatically, supporting the wearer at a safe and comfortable 
flotation angle with the mouth and nose held clear of the water.

Manufactured from 2-ply 
butyl-proofed nylon fabric for 

maximum durability 
and longevity

The wearer is protected from spray 
inhalation by a permanantly attached 
and easily deployed faceshield fitted 
with a large transparent visor

Marine grade reflective panels

Provides 36.6 kg (80lbs) buoyancy, 
sufficient to support upwards of 54.4 
kg (120 lbs)

Positively sefl-righting design that 
automatically turns the wearer onto back


